
What is Ascension?

Ascension as explained by Master Saint Germain
(brought to you through Méline Portia Lafont)

Ascension is an ongoing process. It is not a process that you do only once and you are there. No.
All the ones who have reached a higher level of consciousness even though they feel they are

ascended and they have all the knowledge they desire and required to ascend, even then, you keep
on evolving infinitely. There is no stop. There is no higher level to achieve. It is a continuous

process. A never ending story of BEing.

Ascension is merely something ethereally, it is not literally going through a portal or a gate,
opening a door, closing it and being in this total New World, Galaxy or some other place. No.

Actually it is merely a change inside of yourself. The Ascension Gate or Portal is inside of you, it is
your heart. This is why we stress how important the heart is, how to connect with the heart

constantly and to be love in the Heart because this is the gateway of your Ascension.
Every time an Ascension process has unfolded in your life, you will feel it because you will feel

different. You will feel as a changed Human being. You will feel that a lot of the old aspects of you
are gone. It’s like you are an entirely new person and being. 

The ascension process is all about reconnecting with your Self, reawakening, becoming your true
essence to Source. Ascension is learning, adapting, coping, changing, creating, feeling, becoming,
embodying. Ascension is a complicated process. And the more you ascend, the more you will feel

warm inside and blissful, happy, joy and living in perfect harmony with yourself. That is Ascension.



It is the opening of the Heart, it is being in the Heart and as you know all energies
come in through the Heart and go out through the Heart as well. If you transform yourself,
transmute yourself or teleport yourself, this is also going through the Heart. The Heart is the

center of the Universe; it is the center of you. All secrets, records, knowledge and wisdom lie in it.
So ascension is opening up to your heart, into yourself.

Please do know that Ascension is not an event that is happening on a certain day or a specific date,
like for example a birthday party that is taking place on a certain date and that if you are too late on
this party that you cannot participate in its joy of the moment, or that if it is even possible to be too

late for it.

Ascension is not an event that can be postponed or something that could not go through, for it is an
ongoing process that takes place every single day, every single second of your existence. It is your

cells, your being, your every now moment of change and integration, realization, growth, insights...

Ascension is taking place within you every now moment of your existence, it is in laughter, it is in joy,
it is in bliss, it is in love, it is in meditation, participation in love, it is Self Love, acceptance, allowance,
inner knowing, wisdom, freedom, expansion, it is all of the beauty within you reflected on the outside
of the world. It is the knowing of, and the realization that you ARE GOD, that you are Divine, that you
are consciousness, that you are All That Is. It is the embracing of all of your multifaceted features and

the being that you are in the now and in all of your existence.

Ascension is liberty, respect, your inner temple and sun into this being. It is all that you have dreamed
of and yearned for and it is YOU. So as YOU are every day, every now moment in this existence, as

you ARE existence and consciousness... it is YOU that you yearn for from the heart and so that makes
your Ascension in its entire being. BE your Ascension by Being, and Ascension will be every now

moment. It will never be too late nor will it ever be postponed nor canceled for it is always YOU as
YOU are infinite and existing. If you see that Ascension is you, you are already free.

Free yourself from the slavery of thoughts and limitations that you have set for yourself and there you
will meet your Ascension and come to the realization that you have always been ascending, every

single now moment. You want it too fast, you want it tangible with proof; it is an outside affirmation
which on the same token you affirm to be outside of yourself for you search it not within you. How
can we prove something to be, if everything you seek for to be already IS?! It is already in you and it
is you! How must we prove this to Be if it is you and you are a living being of consciousness!? Does

that not prove enough my friends?! That you exist and that if you exist, Ascension exists.



We are in the midst of Ascension and it is an ongoing flow, not a one day event of such sorts. It is the
flow of your growth and Being so allow, sit back on your own ride and trust your inner Self

wholeheartedly. You grow every day and this is what makes Ascension so tangible in your reality. No
one can do it for you as you are the ONLY one who can instigate and lead your own Ascension

process.

Look more into that area of yourself and think about it; is it truly another outside Source that is
stopping YOUR ascension process? Let us leave it with these last words, it will be an already enough

hectic ride for many and my heartfelt Love and compassion for you all is what I wish to convey to you
all, for it is out of tremendous Love that I bring this message to you. I wish for you to see this now and

to look deeper within you.

My Love, Grace and infinite compassion, Saint Germain
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